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Abstract: It is a common belief that the last missing piece of the Standard Model of
particles physics was found with the discovery of the Higgs boson at the Large Hadron
Collider. However, there remains a major prediction of quantum tunnelling processes me-
diated by instanton solutions in the Yang-Mills theory, that is still untested in the Standard
Model. The direct experimental observation of instanton-induced processes, which are a
consequence of the non-trivial vacuum structure of the Standard Model and of quantum
tunnelling in QFT, would be a major breakthrough in modern particle physics. In this
paper, we present for the rst time a full calculation of QCD instanton-induced processes
in proton-proton collisions accounting for quantum corrections due to both initial and nal
state gluon interactions, a rst implementation in an MC event generator as well as a basic
strategy how to observe these eects experimentally.
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1 Introduction
In the last decades, the Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM) evolved to the most precise
theory in terms of fundamental interactions of the elementary constituents of matter. With
the discovery of the Higgs Boson in 2012, the last missing predicted particle was found [1, 2].
With its mass value of 125 GeV, we nally have a theory which could in principle remain
valid up to the Planck scale and could describe all interactions except gravity to timescales
down to 10 43 s after the Big Bang.
The non-Abelian nature of Yang-Mills theories implies a non-trivial vacuum struc-
ture [3, 4]. While ordinary perturbation theory works well for most processes of the SM,
the instanton processes correspond to quantum tunnelling between dierent vacuum sec-
tors, and cannot be described with the usual perturbative approach. Instantons [5] are
manifestly non-perturtbative semiclassical contributions to the path integral; they are di-
rectly related to anomalous Ward identities [6{8] and lead to the violation of baryon plus
lepton number (B+L) in the electroweak theory as well as to chirality violation in QCD [9].
The main focus of this paper is QCD instantons and their contributions to high-energy
scattering processes at hadron colliders in general and in particular at the LHC. Quantum
corrections to the leading-order instanton contributions are critically important in QCD
as they are known to contribute to the exponent of the instanton cross-section. For the
rst time we will include the quantum eects arising from both: the nal state and the
initial state interactions in the instanton background. We will achieve this by combining
the methods pioneered in [10, 11] and [12, 13] for computing quantum eects due to the
nal-state rescatterings and the initial state interactions respectively.
The question whether manifestations of tunnelling processes in QFT can be directly
observed in high-energy experiments was already raised in the 1990s in the context of
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the electro-weak theory [10{12, 14{21]. Studies of collider phenomenology of electro-weak
instantons were carried out in [22] and more recently in [23, 24].
An obvious way to reduce the semiclassical 't Hooft suppression instanton factor is
to consider QCD instantons since the suppression is exponential, e 4=, and the strong
coupling constant is s  w. Most of QCD instanton-induced hard-scattering processes
studied in the literature were specic to deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) [25{28]. In this
case, the instanton process kinematics is characterised by two scales: the CoM energyp
s, as well as the deep inelastic momentum scale Q. The existence of the latter scale
representing the virtuality of one of the incoming particles in the collision, was essential for
obtaining infrared safe instanton contributions in the DIS settings. It introduced a factor
of e Q in the amplitude of the process [11, 29] and that enabled an eective cut-o of the
integrations over the large instanton sizes  in this approach.
The H1 and ZEUS Collaborations have searched for QCD instantons at the HERA
collider [30{34]. The observables used to discriminate the instanton-induced contribution
from that of perturbative DIS processes, are based on the hadronic nal state objects and
on a selection of charged particles. The searches were therefore based on assuming an
isotropic decay in the centre-of-mass frame into O(10) partons plus, potentially, one highly
energetic jet in the forward region, where the virtuality of the incident photon Q sets the
scale for the process and the instanton size. With all light quark avours equally present
in the nal state (avour democracy), several strange mesons and baryons such as K and
's were also expected. A multivariate discrimination technique was employed by H1 to
increase the sensitivity to instanton processes, leading to the strongest upper limits. They
range between 1.5 pb and 6 pb, at 95% condence level, depending on the chosen kinematic
domain. While this result challenges the predictions based on the lattice data of ref. [35],
it is fully compatible [36] with the expectations based on the lattice data of ref. [37], see
also ref. [38].
On the other hand, for generic scattering processes at hadron colliders | the settings
relevant to this paper | we do not have a second independent kinematic scale, such as the
DIS highly virtual momentum scale Q. In particular, both incoming partons are on their
mass-shell (i.e. have no large virtualities) and we do not want to introduce any unnatural
bias into the nal state, for example by demanding a high-mass photon or gauge boson that
decays into leptons. The dominant instanton-induced process has, as we will see, an unbi-
ased isotropic multi-particle nal state. As a consequence, QCD instanton-induced scatter-
ing processes produce soft bombs | very high-multiplicity spherically symmetric distribu-
tions of relatively soft particles. The phenomenology of such events, usually associated with
Beyond the Standard Model eects, was rst investigated in [39], but in our case the soft
bombs will be fully Standard Model-made: they will be generated by the QCD instantons.
In our approach, only small instantons contribute to the scattering processes in QCD.
The potentially problematic contributions of instantons with large size are automatically
cut-o by the inclusion of quantum eects due to interactions of the hard initial states
that generate the factor e s 2s0 log s0 , as we will explain in section 2. This provides a
dynamical solution to the well-known problem of IR divergences arising from instantons of
large scale-sizes in QCD. The main point is that these quantum eects break the apparent
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scale invariance of the classical Yang-Mills theory by lifting the classically at instanton
size mode and suppressing all but small instantons with sizes  . (10{30)=
p
s0.
The fact that the characteristic instanton size in QCD is inversely proportional to the
centre-of-mass (CoM) energy of two colliding partons
p
s0, and hence becomes smaller and
smaller as one increases
p
s0, allows to circumvent the general believe that `one cannot
make a sh at a hadron collider' [40]. The two initial hard partons can be thought of
as wave-packets of size d  1=(2ps0). This makes it very dicult to produce an electro-
weak sphaleron which has the spatial extend of 1=MW which is much greater than the
inverse energy of the order of the sphaleron mass. Based on this intuitive picture it was
pointed out in [41] that in the electro-weak theory an instanton-induced process describing
a scattering of two hard initial particles would remain exponentially suppressed at any
energies, even much above the sphaleron mass. These expectations were conrmed with a
detailed numerical evaluation of classical scattering rates at energies above the sphaleron
barrier in refs. [42, 43]. In QCD, on the other hand, our results show that instantons
are relatively small and the corresponding eective QCD sphaleron size in fact falls with
the increasing
p
s0, thus avoiding any additional excessive exponential suppression of the
scattering rates.
Finally it is important to point out that in our case the potentially observable instan-
ton cross-sections do not require a very substantial compensation of the original 't Hooft
suppression factor in the exponent. The combination of large pre-factors in front of the
exponent (that we compute) and the fact that the QCD coupling at the instanton scale
 is in the range 0:1 . s . 0:4 (that is s far not as small as in the electro-weak case)
makes it possible to achieve suciently large cross-sections in the regime where the 't Hooft
suppression in the exponent is reduced by only  20{30%.1 This fact improves the theo-
retical robustness of the calculation by reducing any potential impact of even higher-order
quantum corrections to our result. It also justies neglecting higher-order multi-instanton-
anti-instanton congurations, that were considered in refs. [44{46] and were argued to set
a limit on the applicability of the instanton calculation in the regime where the 't Hooft
instanton suppression is reduced by & 50%.
2 Instanton cross-section calculation
2.1 QCD instanton preliminaries
Instanton [5] is the solution of the classical equations of motion in Euclidean spacetime; for
QCD the instanton eld conguration involves the gluon component Ainst as well as the
fermion components | the fermion zero modes  (0). The QCD instanton of topological
charge Q = 1 has two fermion zero modes for each of the f = 1; : : : ; Nf light quark avours;
they correspond to the Weyl fermions qLf and qRf . Light avours are those that can be
resolved by the instanton of size , that is with their masses mf  1=.2 In our notation
1This can be inferred from the plot of the normalised instanton-anti-instanton action  S() in gure 3.
Full 't Hooft suppression would correspond to S = 1.
2The instanton size  will ultimately be set by the energy (or other relevant kinematical variables) of
the scattering process, as will become clear below.
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the chiral fermions qL and qR belong to the same irreducible representation of the Lorentz
group, while the opposite chirality fermions qL and qR belong to the other irreducible
representation. Fermion mass terms are of the form m qLqR + h:c: .
We will consider the instanton-dominated QCD process with two gluons in the initial
state,
g + g ! ng  g +
NfX
f=1
(qRf + qLf ) : (2.1)
Note that the number of gluons ng in the nal state is not xed and can become large even
for the leading-order instanton eect (i.e. at leading order in instanton perturbation theory).
On the other hand, the fermionic content of the reaction (2.1) is xed. The process (2.1)
is written for the instanton of topological charge Q = 1, and as the result it contains
precisely one right-handed quark and one anti-particle of the left-handed quark for each
light avour in the nal state. No fermions of opposite chirality, i.e. no left-handed quarks
and anti-right-handed quarks appear on the r.h.s. of (2.1); this being the consequence of
the fact that one-instanton fermion zero modes exist only for qL and qR, as dictated by
the Atyiah-Singer index theorem for the Dirac operator in the instanton background. This
fermion counting [47] is also in agreement with the Adler-Bell-Jackiw anomaly.
There are precisely Nf of qLqR pairs. We will see that in the kinematic regime relevant
to our applications the condition  1 & mf restricts the number of avours that are counted
as light to Nf = 4 and Nf = 5. The analogous to (2.1) process that is induced by an anti-
instanton conguration, is obtained by interchanging the right-handed and the left-handed
chirality labels of the fermions.
We can also have quark-initiated instanton processes; they are obtained from (2.1) by
inverting two of the outgoing fermion legs in the nal state into incoming anti-fermions in
the initial state, giving for example,
uL + uR ! ng  g +
Nf 1X
f=1
(qRf + qLf ) ; (2.2)
uL + dL ! ng  g + uR + dR +
Nf 2X
f=1
(qRf + qLf ) : (2.3)
Instanton contributions to all such 2 ! many processes (2.1){(2.3) are computed in the
semiclassical approach by expanding the path integral expression for the corresponding
scattering amplitude around the instanton and integrating over the instanton collective
coordinates as well as over all eld uctuations around the instanton [9].
From now on we will concentrate on the process (2.1) with two gluons in the ini-
tial state. Quark-initiated processes can be evaluated analogously, giving partonic cross-
sections of a similar order of magnitude in the semiclassical approximation. It is however
the gluon-initiated process (2.1), that will give the dominant contribution to the hadronic
instanton cross-section thanks to large contributions of gluon parton distribution functions
in the low-x region.
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At the leading order in the semiclassical expansion around the instanton, the scattering
amplitude describing the 2! ng + 2Nf process (2.1) is obtained by:
1. Plugging the instanton solution,
A = A
inst
 (x) ; qLf =  
(0)(x) ; qRf =  
(0)(x) ; (2.4)
into external legs of the corresponding Green's function, so that it reads,
Gng+2+2Nf (x1; : : : ; xng+2; y1; : : : y2Nf ) = (2.5)Z
DA[DqDq]
Nf Ainst1 (x1) : : : A
inst
ng+2
(xng+2) 
(0)(y1) : : :  
(0)(y2Nf ) e
 SE ;
2. Fourier transforming (2.5) to the momentum space to obtain ~G(p1; p2; k1; : : : ; kng+2Nf ),
where pi (kj) are the momenta of the incoming (outgoing) particles,
3. Taking all momenta on-shell and performing the LSZ reduction for all external legs
of the Green's function ~G.
The outcome of this procedure is that the instanton contribution to the n-point am-
plitude at the leading order is recast as an eective n-point vertex involving ng + 2 gluons
and 2Nf quarks,
A 2!ng+2Nf 
Z
d4x0 dD() e
 SI
24ng+2Y
i=1
Aai instLSZ (pi; i)
35242NfY
j=1
 
(0)
LSZ(pj ; j)
35 : (2.6)
Here D() is the instanton density, SI is the instanton action, and the eld insertions
are given by the LSZ-amputated instanton solutions for gluons (see eq. (2.22) below) and
similarly for fermions. Because of the fully factorised structure of the eld insertions in the
leading order instanton expression (2.6), there are no correlations between the momenta
of the external legs, apart from the usual momentum conservation constraint. Emission
of individual particles in the nal state is independent from one another apart from the
usual conservation laws. Hence in the CoM frame, the instanton vertex (2.6) describes the
scattering process into a spherically symmetric multi-particle nal state.
The instanton production cross-section ^ for the process (2.1)3 can then be obtained
in the usual way by squaring the scattering amplitude and integrating over the (ng +2Nf )-
particle phase space including the relevant symmetry factors. This program was developed
and implemented in the classic high-energy instanton papers [14, 15, 17, 18] (for reviews
see [40, 48]) in the context of the electroweak theory for (B + L)-violating processes.
2.2 The optical theorem on the instanton-anti-instanton conguration
An equivalent and arguably more direct way to obtain a total parton-level instanton cross-
section ^insttot for the process gg ! X, is to use the optical theorem, and compute an
imaginary part of the 2 ! 2 forward elastic scattering amplitude, AI I4 (p1; p2; p1; p2),
3Hat in ^ indicates that it is a partonic cross-section.
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in the background of an instanton-anti-instanton conguration, following the approach
initiated in [10, 11],
^
(cl) inst
tot =
1
s0
ImAI I4 (p1; p2; p1; p2)
' 1
s0
Im
Z 1
0
d
Z 1
0
d
Z
d4R
Z
d
D()D() e SI I Kferm
AinstLSZ(p1)A
inst
LSZ(p2)A
inst
LSZ( p1)AinstLSZ( p2) : (2.7)
Below we explain this formula in detail.
The integrals are over all collective coordinates of the instanton-anti-instanton cong-
uration:  and  are the instanton and anti-instanton sizes; R is the separation between
the I and I positions in the Euclidean space and, nally, 
 is the 33 matrix that species
the relative I I orientation in the SU(3) colour space.
The instanton density appearing in the integration measure in (2.7) is given by the
1-loop expression [9],
D(; r) = 
1
5

2
s(r)
6
(r)
b0 (2.8)
where r is the renormalization scale, b0 = 11  2=3Nf , and the constant  (computed in
the MS scheme) is,
  0:025 e0:291746Nf ; so that Nf=4  0:008 ; Nf=5  0:01 : (2.9)
The exponential factor e SI I in (2.7) is the semiclassical suppression factor of the
process by the action of the instanton-anti-instanton conguration,
SI I = SI + SI + Uint(; ;R;
) ; (2.10)
where SI = SI =
2
s(r)
is the action of a single (anti)-instanton, and Uint(; ;R;
) is
the interaction potential between the instanton and the anti-instanton. The interaction
potential can be repulsive or attractive, depending on the choice of the relative orientation

. In the steepest-descent approximation, the integrand in (2.7) will be dominated by the
saddle-point solution that extremises the function in the exponent. This corresponds to
the maximally attractive interaction channel, i.e. the value of 
 for which  Uint(; ;R;
)
is maximal, or equivalently, the action SI I is minimal (for xed R and ; ).
The general expression for the action as the function of R; ;  was computed in [11]
using the form of the instanton-anti-instanton valley conguration [49{51] dictated by the
conformal invariance of classical Yang-Mills theory. For the maximally attractive relative
orientation, the action takes the form [11],
SI I(; ;R) =
4
s(r)
S^ ; (2.11)
S^ = 3

6z2   14
(z   1=z)2  
17
3
  log(z)

(z   5=z)(z + 1=z)2
(z   1=z)3   1

; (2.12)
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where z is a conformal ratio of the instanton collective coordinates,
z =
R2 + 2 + 2 +
p
(R2 + 2 + 2)2   42 2
2
: (2.13)
Thus, the expression for the instanton-anti-instanton action (2.12) is a function of a single
argument z that is obtained from the instanton-anti-instanton separation R, R2 = RR =
R20 +
~R2, and the scale sizes  and , as dened in (2.13).
In the limit of large separation between the instanton centres, R=; R= ! 1, the
conformal ration z ! R2=!1, and the function S^ in (2.12) goes to 1.
One can also verify that in the opposite limit of the vanishing separations R=, R=! 0
that corresponds to z ! 1, the expression on the r.h.s. of (2.12) for the normalised action
S^(z) goes to zero,
lim
z!1
S^ = lim
z!1
2
5
(z   1)2 +O(z   1)3 = 0:
Motivated by the symmetry between the instanton and the anti-instanton, and to bet-
ter visualise the dependence of the instanton-anti-instanton action on instanton collective
coordinates, we can consider a slice  =  and introduce a new dimensionless variable
 = R= ; (2.14)
to characterise the relative I I separation. The instanton-anti-instanton action is then a
function of ,
SI I(; ;R) =
4
s(r)
S() ; (2.15)
where
S^() = S^(z()) ; and z = 1
2

2 + 
p
2 + 4 + 2

: (2.16)
At large separations,   1, the expression (2.12) for the instanton-anti-instanton action
simplies and reduces to the well-known in the early instanton literature result,
S() ' 1  6=4 + 24=6 + : : : (2.17)
The rst term in the I I interaction,  6=4 eectively takes into account the eects of
the ng nal state gluons in the amplitude (2.5) [10, 18]. The next term, 24=
6, computed
originally in [10], accounts for the leading-order interactions between the nal state gluons.
These results were successfully tested against the direct calculation of the interactions
between the nal state gluons, the so-called nal-nal state interactions [20, 21].
In the kinematic regime we study in this paper, the value of the  variable at the
saddle-point will turn out to be in the interval 1:5 <  < 1:7 which requires the use of the
complete expression for the I I action given in (2.12), (2.16). The expression we use for
S() is plotted in gure 1.
In addition to the gauge-eld interactions in the nal state that are already accounted
for by the semiclassical exponent e SI I in (2.7), there are also fermionic contributions to
the nal state. These arise from the 2Nf fermion zero modes in the amplitude in (2.5) and
give rise to the factor Kferm on the r.h.s. of (2.7),
Kferm = (! ferm)2Nf ; (2.18)
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Figure 1. The action (2.12) of the instanton-anti-instanton conguration as the function of  =
R= (solid line). S() approaches one at  ! 1 where the interaction potential vanishes, and
S ! 0 at  ! 0 where the instanton and the anti-instanton mutually annihilate. The plot on
the right also shows the leading-order (dashed line) and the next-to-leading-order (dotted line)
approximations in (2.17). The regime of interest to us is 1:5 <  < 1:7, where we have to use the
complete action (solid line).
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
0.0
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Figure 2. The plot on the left shows the contribution arising from fermion zero modes ! ferm for a
single light avour (solid line). The dashed line is the large separation approximation
p
2
(1+2=2)3=2
.
The plot on the right shows the corresponding contributions to the fermion prefactor Kferm in (2.18)
for Nf = 5.
where ! ferm was computed at large separations in [29], ! ferm '
p
2
(1+2=2)3=2
, while the more
general formula was derived in [28],
! ferm =
3
8
1
z3=2
2F1

3
2
;
3
2
; 4; 1  1
z2

; (2.19)
and this will be the expression that we will use. We plot ! ferm() along with its large-
approximation in gure 2. On the right plot we show the entire fermion prefactor Kferm
for Nf = 5.
The nal ingredient appearing on the r.h.s. of (2.7) is the product of four LSZ-reduced
(anti-)instanton elds AinstLSZ(pi) for the two initial gluons with momenta p1, p2. Start-
ing from the instanton and anti-instanton solutions in the coordinate space and Fourier-
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transforming it, we get after taking the on-shell limit p2 ! 0,
Aa inst (x) =
22
g
a(x  x0)
(x  x0)2((x  x0)2 + 2)  ! A
a inst
 (p) =
4i22
g
ap
p2
eipx0 (2.20)
Aa inst (x) =
22
g
a(x  x0)
(x  x0)2((x  x0)2 + 2)  ! A
a inst
 (p) =
4i2 2
g
ap
p2
eipx0 (2.21)
Here x0 and x0 are the instanton and anti-instanton centres, and 
a
 , 
a
 , are the 't Hooft
eta symbols [9]. The LSZ reduction of the instanton conguration on the r.h.s. of (2.20)
gives,
Aa instLSZ (p; ) = lim
p2!0
p2()Aa inst (p) = 
() ap
4i22
g
eipx0 ; (2.22)
where () is the polarisation vector for a gluon with a helicity . Using the identity,X
=1;2
()

() =  g ;
and the properties of the 't Hooft eta symbols, we nd for the pair of the gluon legs with
the same incoming/outgoing momentum the expression,
1
3
3X
a=1
1
2
X
=1;2
Aa instLSZ (p; )A
a inst
LSZ ( p;) =
1
6

22
g

p
s0
2
eiRp ; (2.23)
where R = x0  x0 is the separation between the instanton-anti-instanton centres, and the
factors 1/3 and 1/2 arise from averaging over the three4 SU(2) isospin components and
two polarisations .
This reasoning leads to the following expression for the four external gluons appearing
on the r.h.s. of (2.20),
AinstLSZ(p1)A
inst
LSZ(p2)A
inst
LSZ( p1)AinstLSZ( p2) =
1
36

22
g

p
s0
4
eiR(p1+p2) : (2.24)
The contribution eiR(p1+p2) arises from the exponential factors eipix0 and e ipix0 from the
two instanton and two anti-instanton legs, which upon the Wick rotation to the Minkowski
space becomes eR0
p
s0 . This concludes our overview of the ingredients appearing on the
r.h.s. of (2.7).
Combining all these contributions allows us to express (2.7) in the form,
^
(cl) inst
tot '
1
s0
Im
24
36  4
Z
d
5
Z
d
5
Z
d4R
Z
d


2
s(r)
14
(2
p
s0)2(2
p
s0)2Kferm
(r)
b0(r)
b0 exp

R0
p
s0   4
s(r)
S^(z)

: (2.25)
Note that (2.25) holds for general  and  collective coordinates (no assumption is
made about  = ), they are independent integration variables. The factors Kferm(z) was
4The instanton and anti-instanton congurations we are suing live in the same SU(2) subgroup of the
colour SU(3), hence we are summing the 't Hooft eta symbols over a = 1; 2; 3 rather than a = 1; : : : ; 8.
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dened in (2.18){(2.19) and S^(z) in (2.12), both in terms of the conformal ratio z that
depends on R; ;  via (2.13).
We note that the expression on the r.h.s. of (2.25) is of correct dimensionality ensured
by the factor of 1=s, with the remaining integral being dimensionless. The integrations over
the collective coordinate R, ,  and 
 of the instanton-anti-instanton conguration are
to be carried in the steepest descent approach, i.e. by nding the saddle-point extremum
of the expression in the exponent. It is easy to see that the relative I I separation R = jRj
collective coordinate gives rise to a single negative mode of the quadratic uctuation opera-
tor expanded around the saddle point in the exponent of (2.25). Indeed, for xed values of
(anti)-instanton sizes, there is a competition between the positive factor R0
p
s0 that grows
with R0 and the negative-valued factor  S^(z) which leads to the exponential suppression
at large R0.
5 This results in the saddle point of the exponent along the R0 direction with
R1;2;3 = 0. Carrying out the Gaussian integrations over the uctuations around the saddle-
point (the task we perform in the following subsection) will result in an imaginary-valued
expression, thus furnishing the required imaginary part of the integral in (2.25) as required
by the optical theorem [11]. We will conrm that this is indeed the case by evaluating the
determinant of the relevant second derivatives operator in eq. (2.50).
It is well-known, however, that the expression for the cross-section in (2.25) suers from
a severe infrared problem arising from instantons of large size, !1. In QCD, unlike the
electroweak theory, there are no scalar elds whose VEVs would cut o integrations over
large  in (2.25). The expression in (2.25) was obtained using the leading-order semiclassical
expansion around the instanton-anti-instanton conguration. At the classical level, QCD
is of course scale-invariant, so there is no surprise that the leading-order semiclassical
expression does not x the instanton size. To break classical scale-invariance we need to
include quantum corrections that describe interactions of the initial state gluons. This
corresponds to allowing for uctuations around the four (anti)-instanton elds appearing
in front of the exponent in (2.7). This amounts to inserting propagators in the instanton
background between pairs of gluon elds in the pre-exponential factor in (2.7) and re-
summing the resulting perturbation theory. This programme has been carried out by
Mueller in [12, 13]. It was shown that the quantum corrections due to interactions of
the initial states exponentiate and the resulting expression for the resummed quantum
corrections gives the factor e s 2s0 log s0 for the instanton, and the analogous factor for the
anti-instanton in the optical theorem expressions (2.7) and (2.25).
We thus obtain the quantum-corrected expression for the instanton production cross-
section,
^insttot '
1
s0
Im
24
364
Z
d
5
Z
d
5
Z
d4R
Z
d


2
s(r)
14
(2
p
s0)2(2
p
s0)2Kferm
(r)
b0(r)
b0 exp

R0
p
s0  4
s(r)
S^(z) s(r)
16
(2+ 2)s0 log

s0
2r

: (2.26)
The expression (2.26) is the key technical input on which the results this paper are
based. It combines the semi-classical instanton contribution to the total cross-section
5The dependence of the I I action on R= is shown in gure 1.
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including the eects of nal state interactions derived in ref. [11], with the resummed
quantum corrections in the initial state that were computed by Mueller in ref. [13]. It is
easily veried that the initial state interactions quantum eect provides an exponential
cut-o of the large instanton/anti-instanton sizes; the cut-o scale is set by the (partonic)
energy scale s0 log s0 of the scattering process, and further it contains a factor of s, as it
should in the radiative corrections.
2.3 The saddle-point solution and the instanton cross-section
Now we can search for the saddle-point in R,  and  that extremises the function in the
exponent in (2.26). The instanton-anti-instanton separation coordinate is stabilised along
the R0 direction due to the interplay between the R0
p
s0 and   4s(r) S^(z) factors in the
exponent. The saddle-point is at R = R0, and to simplify our notation we will re-write the
rst term as R
p
s0 at the saddle-point. Furthermore, the symmetry between the instanton
and anti-instanton conguration in the forward elastic scattering amplitude implies that
the saddle-point value of  will be equal to .6
So, in obtaining the saddle-point solution, we can set  =  and search for the extremum
of the `holy-grail' function,
F = R
p
s0   4
s(r)
S(R=)  s(r)
8
2s0 log(s0=2r) ; (2.27)
that appears in the exponent in (2.26).
To emphasise the applicability of the saddle-point approximation to the integral (2.26),
we chose the rescaled dimensionless integration variables,
~ =
s(r)
4
p
s0 ;  =
R

; (2.28)
and write the holy-grail function (2.27) as,
F = 4
s(r)
F (~; ) ; F = ~  S()  ~2 log(
p
s0=r) : (2.29)
Instanton calculations are based on a semi-classical approach that is valid in a weak-
coupling regime, hence the overall factor 4s(r)  1 in front of F justies the steepest
descent approach where the integrand in (2.26) is dominated by the saddle-point of F (~; )
in (2.29).
Before proceeding to solve the saddle-point equations that extremise the holy-grail
function F above, we would like to comment on how to select the value of the renormali-
sation scale r. Recall that the integrand in (2.26) contains the factor,
(r)
b0(r)
b0 e
  4
s(r) = e
  2
s(1=)
  2
s(1=) ; (2.30)
6We checked numerically that there is a saddle-point solution with  = . This does not exclude the
logical possibility that there may exist additional pairs of saddle-points on which the Z2 symmetry between
the instanton and the anti-instanton is broken spontaneously, i.e. f = A;  = Bg and f = B;  = Ag.
We have not investigated this in detail. If such new saddle-points are present, they may provide additional
semiclassical contributions.
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where (r)
b0 and (r)
b0 come from the instanton and the anti-instanton measure D()
and D(), and the factor e
  4
s(r) accounts for the instanton and the anti-instanton action
contributions in the dilute limit. The r.h.s. of (2.30) is RG-invariant at one-loop, it does
not depend on the choice of r, instead the scale of the running coupling constant is set at
the inverse instanton and anti-instanton sizes.
There are two methods for xing the RG scale that one can follow; they both should
give equivalent results at the level of accuracy our semi-classical instanton approach
provides.
1. The rst method is to solve the saddle-point equations keeping r xed. The saddle-
point equations @F = 0 and @~F = 0 arise from extremising the function
F = ~  S()  ~2 log(
p
s0=r) + 2b0
s(r)
4
log(r) : (2.31)
Then after nding the saddle-point solution for  and ~ we set r = 1= at the saddle-
point value. Note that we have added the last term on the r.h.s. of (2.31) to account
for the back reaction of the (r)
b0(r)
b0 factor on the saddle-point. Of course, after
setting r = 1= in the F computed at the saddle-point, this term disappears.
2. The alternative approach is set r = 1= from the beginning. The function in the
exponent is (2.26) (note that we do not pull out the 4=s() factor),
F = 
p
s0   4
s()
S()  s()
4
2s0 log(
p
s0) : (2.32)
We look for the saddle-point solutions of the equations @F = 0 and @F = 0 for
the variables  and .
We have computed the instanton production cross-sections following both of these methods
and have found that the numerical results for ^insttot as the function of
p
s0 are in good
agreement with each other. This demonstrates that our approach is stable against such
variations in the RG scale selection procedure.
In what follows we will concentrate on the second method where all the couplings are
from the beginning taken at the scale set by the characteristic instanton size. We now solve
the saddle-point equations @F = 0 and @F = 0 for (2.32) and nd,

p
s0 =
4
s()
dS()
d
; (2.33)
and
 =
s()
4

p
s0

2 log(
p
s0) + 1

+ 2b0

s()
4
2

p
s0 log(
p
s0)  2b0

p
s0
S(); (2.34)
where we made use of the one-loop RG relation for the derivative of the running coupling,
@

4
s()

=  2b0

; @

s()
4

=

s()
4
2 2b0

: (2.35)
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Figure 3. The plot on the left shows the saddle-point solutions  and ~ as functions of the input
variable u. The plot on the right gives the values of the holy-grail function F = s4F and of the
(minus) instanton action  S() as functions of u.
Our procedure for solving the saddle-point equations (2.33){(2.34) is as follows. We in-
troduce the already familiar rescaled variable ~ = s()4
p
s0, along with the new scaling
parameter,
u =
p
s0 ; (2.36)
and write (2.33){(2.34) as,
~ = S 0() ; (2.37)
 = ~ (2 log u+ 1) + 2b0 ~
2 log u
u
  2b0
u
S(): (2.38)
There are two saddle-point equations (2.33){(2.34) to solve, to determine the two variables
~ and  in (2.28). Their values as well as the nal result for the instanton cross-section
of course depend on the energy
p
s0, which plays the role of the external input parame-
ter. In practice, instead of
p
s0 it is more convenient to characterise the process by the
dimensionless input variable u dened in (2.36).
In summary, for every value of u we solve the equations (2.33){(2.34) numerically to
nd the saddle-point values of ~ and . These are shown in gure 3 along with the values
of the holy grail function F ,
F = 4
s()
 
~  S()  ~2 log u ; (2.39)
and the instanton-anti-instanton action S(). The corresponding (unrescaled) instanton
size  and the running coupling s() are obtained via,
4
s()
=
u
~
;  1 = MZ e
1
b0

2
s()
  2
s(MZ )

: (2.40)
From this we recover the
p
s0, p
s0 =  1u : (2.41)
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We illustrate this procedure in gures 4 and 5. The plot on the left in gure 4 shows
the correspondence between the input variable u and the energy
p
s0 in GeV. The plot on
the right shows the characteristic values of the inverse instanton size 1= in GeV as the
function of
p
s0. The dependence of the coupling constant s() on the energy scale
p
s0
is plotted on the left graph of gure 5. The right hand side plot of that gure shows the
mean number of gluons ng in the nal state, computed using eq. (2.42) below.
The mean number of gluons produced in the nal state of the instanton process is easy
to determine from the amplitude for the leading order-instanton process
ng =
2
s()
~2 log(u) : (2.42)
Indeed concentrating on the ng dependence of the integral over the instanton size for the
2! ng amplitude, we have,
A 2!ng 
Z
d
 
Ainst LSZ
ng
e SI 
s()
16
s2 log(s2)
 e SI
Z
d (2)ng e 
s()
16
s2 log(s2) : (2.43)
Next, by dierentiating the integrand with respect to 2 we identify the dominant
contribution to the integral as coming from the solution of the extremum equation,
ng=
2 = s()=(16) s log(s
2), which gives,
ng = 
2s0
s()
16
log(s02) = ~2
2
s()
log(u) = ~
u log(u)
2
: (2.44)
The second equality in the expression above reproduces eq. (2.42) we quoted above, and
the last equality makes use of the rst equation in (2.40).
The relation (2.42), (2.44) between the number of gluons and the dominant value of ~
was obtained in the leading-order semiclassical approximation, but the saddle-point value
of ~ of course takes into account eects of the nal-state gluon interactions. Numerical
values for the mean number of gluons varies between ng ' 5 and ng ' 13 when the energyp
s0 varies over the broad range 10GeV <
p
s0 < 4TeV.
The nal task left to us before we can compute the instanton cross-section is to carry
out the integrations in on the r.h.s. of (2.26) around the saddle-point value for ~ and .
Integrations over the spatial components of the I I separation
R
d3R contribute the term
PR to the pre-factor in the cross-section, where
PR =

s()
2S 0()
3=2
 : (2.45)
The integration over the dierence between the instanton and anti-instanton sizes,  =  ,
gives (where in the second equality we used ~ = S 0()),
P =
 
s()
4+2
2 S 0() + ~2 log u
!1=2
 =

s() 2
S 0(4 + 2 + S 0 log u)
1=2
 : (2.46)
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Figure 4. The plot on the left shows
p
s0 measured in GeV and the function of the input variable
u. The plot on the right gives the inverse instanton size (in GeV) as the function of energy.
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Figure 5. The coupling constant s() for the instanton process of the instantons size  as the
function of energy (left plot). The plot on the right shows the mean number of gluons, ng, in the
nal state.
The integrations over the relative orientations 
 around the maximally attractive value
at the saddle-point, are can also be straightforwardly carried out following ref. [29], with
the result,
P
 = 3
p
3
4

s()
(2 + 2)S 0()
7=2
: (2.47)
Finally, the integral over the two remaining variables gives,
P~ := Im
Z
dR d eF(;~) =
4
s()
p
s0
Im
Z
d d~ eF(;~)
=
4
s()
p
s0
Im
2
det1=2K
; (2.48)
where det1=2K is the square root of the determinant of the matrix K of second derivatives
of  F(; ~) with respect to  and ~,
K :=   @
2F
(@~; @)
=
4
s()
 
2 log u  1
 1 S 00()
!
; (2.49)
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so that,
detK =  

4
s()
2  
1 + ( S 00()2 log u : (2.50)
Note that the determinant is negative-valued (the quantity  S 00() > 0), thus its square
root does indeed contribute to the imaginary part of the expression on the r.h.s. (2.48).
As the result, integral (2.48) gives,
P~ = 2 p
s0
1
(1 + ( S 00()2 log u)1=2
: (2.51)
Assembling all the contributions listed above in (2.39), (2.45){(2.47), (2.51) we nd
for the total parton-level instanton cross-section (2.26), the following expression,
^insttot =
1
s0
P eF ; (2.52)
where
F = 4
s()
 
~  S()  ~2 log u ; (2.53)
P =
2 (2=3)
p
613=2

2
s()
17=2
u3Kferm
3=2(2 + 2)7=2(S 0)11=2 (4 + 2 + 2S 0 log u)1=2 (1 + ( 2S 00) log u)1=2
: (2.54)
Our result for the prefactor in (2.54) can be further simplied and re-written as a function
of just two variables,  and u, with the help of (2.38) and (2.40),
~ = S 0() ; 4
s()
=
u
2S 0() ; (2.55)
with the result,
P = 
2 13=2Kferm u23=2
27
p
3 (S 0)143=2(2 + 2)7=2 (4 + 2 + 2S 0 log u)1=2 (1 + ( 2S 00) log u)1=2
: (2.56)
The factor Kferm appearing in (2.54) is the contribution of 2Nf fermion zero modes
for the light quark avours. Specically, for the instanton to be able to probe Nf = 5
fermion avours, it is required that m5 < 1= where  is the characteristic instanton size
determined by the saddle-point for a given
p
s0 and m5 is the mass of the b-quark. In this
case, to compute the total partonic cross-section for producing Nf = 5 quark-anti-quark
pairs in the nal state we use the formula (2.18),
(5 qRqL) : Kferm = (! ferm)10 ; (2.57)
with
! ferm =
3
8
1
z3=2
2F1

3
2
;
3
2
; 4; 1  1
z2

; z =
1
2
(2 + 2 + 
p
4 + 2) : (2.58)
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Figure 6. Instanton cross-section ^insttot as the function of partonic CoM energy
p
s0. The plot on
the left is for eight qq pairs in the nal state, and the plot on the left is for ten qq pairs. The
number of nal state gluons is general, with the mean given by eq. (2.42).
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Figure 7. Instanton cross-section as the function of partonic CoM energy
p
s0. The plot on the
left shows ^insttot for eight qq pairs in the nal state (in red) and for ten qq pairs (in blue). The sum
of these two contributions to the total cross-section is shown on the right plot. The mean number
of nal state gluons varies with energy and can be read from the right plot in gure 5.
But because the fermions are not strictly massless, it is also possible to produce fewer than
5 qRqL pairs by saturating fermion zero modes with the fermion mass. In this case we have,
(4 qRqL) : Kferm = (m5)2(! ferm)8 = (m5u=
p
s0)2(! ferm)8 : (2.59)
This formula applies in the regime 0 < m5 . 1. When m5 > 1, the instanton cannot
resolve the fth quark and one than uses Kferm = (! ferm)8.
In gure 6 we plot the instanton production cross-section ^insttot computed in (2.52){
(2.54) as a function of
p
s0 in picobarns for producing ng gluons and Nf quark-anti-quark
pairs in the nal state. The plot on the left is for Nf = 4 and the plot on the right is for
Nf = 5.
A selection of our theory prediction data-points for parton-level instanton processes is
presented in table 1 for a broad partonic energy range 10 GeV <
p
s0 < 2 TeV.
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p
s0 [GeV] 1= [GeV] S(1=) hngi ^ [pb]
10.7 0.99 0.416 4.59 405:0  106
11.4 1.04 0.405 4.68 292:4  106
13.4 1.16 0.382 4.90 125:4  106
15.7 1.31 0.360 5.13 51:47  106
22.9 1.76 0.315 5.44 4:916  106
29.7 2.12 0.293 6.02 986:8  103
40.8 2.72 0.267 6.47 111:0  103
56.1 3.50 0.245 6.92 11:05  103
61.8 3.64 0.223 7.28 3:145  103
89.6 4.98 0.206 7.67 107:7
118.0 6.21 0.195 8.25 9:275
174.4 8.72 0.180 8.60 241:3  10 3
246.9 11.76 0.169 9.04 9:685  10 3
349.9 15.90 0.159 9.49 390:7  10 6
496.3 21.58 0.150 9.93 15:88  10 6
704.8 29.37 0.142 10.37 644:0  10 9
1001.8 40.07 0.135 10.81 25:00  10 9
1425.6 54.83 0.128 11.26 1:005  10 9
2030.6 75.21 0.122 11.70 377:8  10 12
Table 1. Data points for the inverse instanton radius, 1=, a leading-order value of s, the expected
number of gluons, hngi and the partonic instanton cross-sections ^(s0) of eqs. (2.52){(2.54) in the
range of 10 GeV{2 TeV.
3 Implementation in the SHERPA event generator
Modelling instanton-induced processes is achieved by multiplying the partonic cross section
^(s0) with parton distribution functions and integrating over the initial state,
I(s
0 > s0min) =
sppZ
s0min
dx1dx2
X
i;j
fi(x1; F )fj(x2; F )^ij!I(s0 = x1x2spp) ; (3.1)
where s0min is the minimal invariant mass squared of the produced system and spp is the
CoM energy squared of the colliding protons. Note that below we present details of the
simulation for the purely gluon-initiated process, the extension to also include quarks in
the initial state is trivial.
In SHERPA [52, 53] the partonic instanton production cross section is obtained as
functions of the partonic CoM energy squared s0 through linear interpolation from the
values listed in table 1, that have been hard-coded. In the code, we allow the user to
specify the lower and upper limit of the systems squared mass s0, and we also provide the
possibility to multiply the partonic cross sections with an additional, user-dened factor
to allow for some systematic checks.
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p
s0min [GeV] 10 20 50 100 200 500
pp!I 11 mb 362 b 1.97 b 3.15 nb 3.78 pb 0.11 fb
Table 2. Hadronic cross sections for instanton production through initial gluons, at the 13 TeV
LHC, using the NNPDF3.1 NNLO set with s(MZ) = 0:118 [54].
Choosing the s0 according to the distribution emerging from eq. (3.1) and the rapidity
of the system y^ at in its allowed region xes the overall kinematics of the system emerging
in the nal state, and the selected s0 also xes the default factorization scale F = 1= and
the mean number of gluons, hngi. In SHERPA we also provide an alternative choice for the
factorization scale, namely F =
p
s0. Hadronic cross sections for dierent choices of s^0min,
with the default choice of F = 1=, and using the NNPDF3.1 NNLO distribution [54],
are listed in table 27 The large hadronic cross section of about 5 mb for
p
s0min = 20 GeV
| about 5% of the total proton-proton cross section | and the strong increase with
smaller minimal instanton masses suggests that for even smaller mass/energy ranges the
cross section will saturate the pp cross section and therefore becomes untrustworthy. This
implies that to regularise the cross section for smaller masses additional eects have to
start playing a signicant role.
To specify the particle content of the nal state, we add quark-anti-quark pairs qq,
subject to two constraints:
1. the mass of the quark mq has to be smaller than a kinematics dependent threshold
q, mq < q. In the simulation we oer two options, namely q = E
0 =
p
s0 (the
default we use in the following), and q = 1=.
2. we also demand that the combined mass of all pair-produced quarks is smaller then
E0 and stop adding more quark pairs once we saturated this constraint.
After that we select the number of additional gluons ng according to a Poissonian dis-
tribution with mean hngi, which can be modied by a user-dened multiplier (set to 1
by default). Momenta of the outgoing particles are generated through the RAMBO algo-
rithm [55]. It produces n isotropically distributed momenta in their own rest-frame and
characterised by an invariant mass M = E0. The overall system is then boosted back from
its rest frame to the lab frame. Finally, the colours of the quarks and gluons entering and
leaving the process are randomly distributed, and only subject to the condition of overall
colour conservation.
In the SHERPA simulation, the subsequent parton showers [56, 57] in the initial and nal
state start at the scale Q. It is given by evaluating the maximal transverse momentum
of outgoing single partons has with respect to their colour partner(s). After the parton
showers terminate, the events can be further supplemented with the usual multi-parton
interactions and the emerging partons will hadronize [58].
7Note, that for
p
s0 below about 20 GeV the scale 1= falls below the minimal F for which the PDF has
support. For such low values we used F = Qmin = 1:65 GeV, the minimal scale for which there is support.
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4 Experimental signatures
It is well known from previous searches for QCD instantons at the HERA collider [33, 34]
that experimental signatures of instanton-induced processes in high energy collisions are
dicult to distinguish from other standard model processes. The H1 and Zeus Collabora-
tions at HERA expected isotropic decays in the sphaleron rest-frame into O(10) partons
("re-ball"), leading to a band structure in a dened pseudo-rapidity region of the detec-
tor. Since all light quark avours are equally present in the nal state (avour democracy),
several strange mesons and baryons such as K and 's should be observed. In addition,
the current quark dening the virtuality of the process leads to one highly energetic jet
in the forward region. The discrimination of the instanton-induced contribution and their
backgrounds were based on the objects in the hadronic nal state, and primarily on observ-
ables constructed from the charged particles. A multivariate discrimination technique was
employed by H1 to increase the sensitivity to instanton processes, leading to the strongest
upper limits ([31]). They range between 1.5 pb and 6 pb, at 95% condence level, depend-
ing on the chosen kinematic domain. While this result challenges the predictions based on
the lattice data of ref. [35], it is fully compatible [36] with the expectations based on the
lattice data of ref. [37].
For the experimental search for QCD instanton-induced processes in proton-proton
collisions, we treat the nal state of the instanton-process (2.1) as if it was produced in a
decay of a pseudo-particle with a mass above
p
s0min, cf. (2.1). While low instanton masses
(
p
s0  30 GeV) will lead to few isotropic tracks with energies of a few GeV in the detector,
in the regime of high instanton masses (
p
s0  500 GeV) we expect numerous isotropic
particle-jets with energies of around or more than 20 GeV. In the low-mass regime, we
expect mainly pile-up and underlying event activities as well as low energetic hard QCD
scattering of partons in proton-proton collisions as background processes. In the high-mass
domain the dominant background processes will be the production of hadronically decaying
top-quark pairs or W bosons in association with jets as well as hard QCD scattering
processes leading to multi-jet events.
In contrast to typical searches for new particles, we explicitly expect no resonance
behaviour, but rather a continuous, rapidly falling spectrum of invariant masses of the
instanton-produced hadronic nal states, governed by eq. (2.26). This implies signicant
challenges in the search for an evidence of instanton-induced processes: while sizeable
cross-sections are expected for small instanton masses, the experimental signatures in this
energy regime might be dicult to distinguish from non-perturbative QCD eects, such
as underlying event activities, or, at high luminosities, the large pile-up. Since these back-
grounds can be only described by a combination of data and phenomenological model with
a signicant number of tunable parameters, it will be challenging to prove that discrepan-
cies between data and those models are due to instanton processes. On the other hand,
the experimental signatures of instanton-induced processes are very striking in the high
energy regime; however, their cross sections are then largely suppressed and hence dicult
to observe in the rst place.
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Process Generator Main Generator Setting # Events
QCD-instanton (low-mass regime) Sherpa INSTANTON MIN MASS: 30. 10,000
QCD-instanton (high-mass regime) Sherpa INSTANTON MIN MASS: 500. 1,000
Soft-QCD Pythia8 SoftQCD:all = on 100,000
qq ! X; qg ! X; gg ! X Pythia8 HardQCD:all = on 100,000
(Hard-QCD, low energy) PhaseSpace:pTHatMin = 5.
qq ! X; qg ! X; gg ! X Pythia8 HardQCDAll=on 100,000
(Hard-QCD, high energy) PhaseSpace:pTHatMin = 100.
W ! qq +X Pythia8 WeakSingleBoson:ffbar2W = on 100,000
tt! bqq + bqq +X Pythia8 Top:all = on 100,000
Table 3. Overview of MC samples used to study observables that allow to discriminate signal and
potential background processes.
One possible approach to tackle these challenges is using the energy dependence of
instanton processes, which is well predicted and signicantly dierent from various other
SM processes. Once nding experimental observables, which are dierent for instanton nal
states and other SM processes, their dependence on the instanton mass might be used as
additional leverage. A dedicated search strategy will therefore be based on a simultaneous
analysis over the full available energy regime at the LHC, investigating simultaneously
several observables.
In the following, we will discuss some selected and indicative observables for the two
mass ranges,
p
s0min = 30 GeV and
p
s0min = 500 GeV, as well as the expected background
processes. Clearly, this is meant only as a rst look into possible observables and mainly
serves as a motivation for future studies which will take into account the composition and
impact of backgrounds in more detail.
All background processes have been produced with the Pythia8 [59] event generator,
using the CT10nlo PDF set [60] and standard Pythia8 tune settings. An overview is
shown in table 3. A typical detector response has been simulated through the Delphes-
framework [61] using the settings of the ATLAS experiment.
In each event, we rst sum over all reconstructed 4-vectors of charged particles tracks
with transverse momenta above 500 MeV and particle jets with transverse energies above
20 GeV. Particle jets are reconstructed using an anti-kT algorithm with a cone-size of
0.4. The resulting invariant mass can be taken as proxy for the instanton mass, denoted
as M recoI in the following. The relevant observables for events with 20 < M
reco
I < 30 GeV
(low-mass) will be based on reconstructed tracks, while they will be based on reconstructed
jets for events with 320 < M recoI < 480 GeV (high-mass). These limited kinematic regions
lead to a nearly constant M recoI spectra, hence the resulting distributions can be compared
on an equal footing. It should be also noted, that M recoI is typically smaller than
p
s0 since
not all nal state objects get reconstructed.
A rst observable, potentially sensitive to QCD instanton decays, is the number of
reconstructed tracks and jets for a given range of M recoI . The relevant distributions for the
expected signal and relevant background processes are shown in gure 8 for the low and
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Figure 8. Normalized distribution of the number of reconstructed tracks for events with 25 <
M recoI < 35 GeV (left) and of reconstructed particle-jets for events with 320 < M
reco
I < 480 GeV
(right). Beside the signal processes, the expected distributions of the background processes are
shown (see table 3).
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Figure 9. Normalized ST distributions of reconstructed tracks for events with 20 < M
reco
I <
30 GeV (left) and of reconstructed particle-jets for events with 320 < M recoI < 480 GeV. Beside the
signal processes, the expected distributions of the background processes are shown (see table 3).
high mass case. Note that all distributions are normalised to unity, i.e. only the expected
shapes are compared and cross sections are not accounted for. This, in fact is a sensible
approach, because, as discussed above, the calculation of the instanton cross section and
its result are subject to a number of assumptions and approximations. In the low-mass
case, we observe on average more tracks for the signal processes, while this eect is even
more pronounced for the number of reconstructed jets in the high-mass case.
A similar behaviour is seen for the scalar sum of all transverse momenta of recon-
structed tracks and jets, i.e. ST =
P
i p
i
T , shown in gure 9. The scalar sum is expected to
be on average higher for the signal compared to the background processes and the dierence
becomes more signicant for the high-mass case.
Since it is expected that the instanton decay results in an isotropic nal state distribu-
tion of particles, it is worth to dene the average angle between all reconstructed objects
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Figure 10. Normalized distributions for average angles between reconstructed tracks for events
with 25 < M recoI < 35 GeV (left) and between reconstructed particle-jets for events with
320 < M recoI < 480 GeV (right). Beside the signal processes, the expected distributions of the back-
ground processes are shown (see table 3).
in the transverse-plane of the detector, i.e.
hi = 1
N
X
i;j;i 6=j
(i; j): (4.1)
The corresponding distributions of signal and background processes are shown in
gure 10 for both cases. As expected, we observe on average a smaller value of hi
for the instanton decay processes.
An alternative observable that targets the isotropy of an event, is called sphericity and
is dened via the tensor S,
S =
X
i
pi p

iX
i
j~pij2
,
where the indices denote the x, y, and z components of the momentum of the particle i.
The sphericity of the event is then constructed using the two smallest eigenvalues of this
tensor, 2 and 3, i.e. S =
3
2(2 + 3) and takes values between 0 and 1. A fully balanced
dijet events leads to a spherity of S = 0, while a fully isotropic event has a sphericity of
S = 1. Figure 11 shows the sphericity distributions for the low and high mass case for the
signal and the relevant background processes. Here we observe signicant dierence for
the low-mass and high-mass case.
These observables give a rst indication of how a dedicated QCD instanton search can
be developed at the LHC. However, it should be stressed that the presented studies only
give a rst glimpse on the experimental features of QCD instanton processes at the LHC
and a details for this dedicated search strategy are still to be developed. Certainly there
are many more interesting observables, such as further event shape variables, variables
based on avour-tagging or direct particle identication. Most background processes for
large instanton masses (> 100) GeV can be estimated in data-driven ways, for example for
W=Z+ jets and tt by using their leptonic decay channels. The situation is somewhat more
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Figure 11. Normalized spherity distributions of reconstructed tracks for events with 25 < M recoI <
35 GeV (left) and of reconstructed particle-jets for events with 320 < M recoI < 480 GeV (right).
Beside the signal processes, the expected distributions of the background processes are shown
(see table 3).
complicated for the low-mass regime, as most background processes are inherent QCD
phenomena which can hardly be selected without possible contributions from instanton
decays. However, a combination of all accessible observables as well as their predicted
dependence on the reconstructed instanton mass might allow for a rst observation at the
LHC and therefore provide a rst experimental proof of the non-trivial vacuum structure
of non-abelian gauge theories.
5 Conclusions
This paper provides a detailed calculation of non-perturbative contributions to high-energy
scattering processes generated by QCD instantons. We develop and pursue a semiclassical
instanton approach that accounts for quantum corrections arising from both initial and
nal-state interactions in the instanton background combining the methods of [11] and [13].
These quantum eects provide a dynamical cut-o of QCD instantons with large sizes.
Our results suggest that small-size instantons can be eectively produced and probed at
colliders.
The corresponding SHERPA implementation of instanton production, based on this cal-
culation will be made publicly available in the forthcoming release of version 3.0. We used
it to study the eect of instantons on observable quantities at the LHC. Our prelimi-
nary experimental studies show that QCD instantons provide novel and interesting search
grounds for distinctive non-perturbative eects in QFT in high-energy collisions.
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